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L.O: I can identify key parts of the circulatory system.
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'Because the brain is above the heart, it 
doesn't receive as much blood as the rest 
of the body.'

Is this statement correct? Discuss with 
your partner...
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This half term we are going to be looking at the heart 
and the circulatory system.

Can anyone tell me what the circulatory system is? 

The heart and circulatory system are our 
body's lifeline, delivering blood to the 

body's tissues.

The word circulation means ‘the movement 
to, fro or around something‛. 
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The Circulatory System is made up of 3 main parts. We 
will be looking at each of these over the next few lessons.

                                                       The Heart

                                                       The Lungs

                                                       The Blood 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwdr6yc/articles/zs8f8mn

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwdr6yc/articles/zs8f8mn
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This is your heart This is not your heart

What are your first impressions?
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The Heart Is a Muscle

Your heart is really a muscle. It's located a little to the left of the middle 
of your chest, and it's about the size of your fist. There are lots of muscles 
all over your body — in your arms, in your legs, in your back, even in your 
behind.

But the heart muscle is special because of what it does. The heart sends 
blood around your body. The blood provides your body with the oxygen and 
nutrients it needs. It also carries away waste.

Your heart is sort of like a pump, or two pumps in one. The right side of your 
heart receives blood from the body and pumps it to the lungs. The left side 
of the heart does the exact opposite: It receives blood from the lungs and 
pumps it out to the body.
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How the Heart Beats

How does the heart beat? Before each beat, your heart fills with blood. 
Then its muscle contracts to squirt the blood along. When the heart 
contracts, it squeezes — try squeezing your hand into a fist. That's sort of 
like what your heart does so it can squirt out the blood. Your heart does this 
all day and all night, all the time. The heart is one hard worker!
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This is what the inside of your heart looks like...

Left atrium
Right 
atrium

Left 
ventricle

Right 
Ventricle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vot7V7_2UoI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vot7V7_2UoI
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We are going to use this diagram as it is slightly easier to 
understand...
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Left atrium

Right atrium

Right 
ventricle

Left 
ventricle

Pulmonary 
Vein

Pulmonary 
Artery

Aorta

Vena CavaAortic Valve

Pulmonary 
Valve

Tricuspid 
Valve

Mitral Valve

Now complete this sheet
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Some tricky words... Lets discuss the blood vessels

Arteries

Arteries take blood 
away from the heart.

Veins take blood 
in to the heart.

Art-eries Ve-ins

Veins

Pulmonary Artery Pulmonary Vein

Aorta Vena Cava
Are there anymore blood vessels I've missed?
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Some tricky words... Lets discuss the valves

Where are the valves?

What do they do?

Aortic 
Valve

Pulmonary 
Valve

Mitral 
Valve

Tricuspid 
Valve

Why have I coloured them?

Your blood relies on four special valves inside the heart. 
A valve lets something in and keeps it there by closing — 
think of walking through a door. The door shuts behind 
you and keeps you from going backward.
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Final task...

Answer the questions in your book fully. Try 
your best to answer this independently, but 
if you are really struggling, ask for support.
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Attachments

Systems in the Body Activity Sheet.pdf




Systems in the Body


Science | Year 6 | Animals Including Humans | The Circulatory System: Parts | Lesson 1


Picture of the 
System


Name of the 
System


Name at least 3 
different parts of 
the system


Does this system 
contain organs? 
If so, which 
ones?


What is the 
purpose of the 
system?


Why is 
this system 
important?







Systems in the Body: Teacher Answer Sheet


Science | Year 6 | Animals Including Humans | The Circulatory System: Parts | Lesson 1


Picture of the 
System


Name of the 


System
Skeletal System Muscular System Digestive System


Name at least 3 


different parts of 


the system


Common bone names: skull, 


rib,  rib cage, collar bone, ankle 


bones, upper arm bone, thigh 


bone, lower leg bone, finger 


bones, hand bones, shoulder 


blade, jaw, backbone, wrist, 


hips, knee cap, foot bones, 


lower arm bones, , toe bones, 


breastbone. 


Scientific bone names: cranium, 


vertebral column, costal, thoracic 


cage, sternum, clavicle, talus, 


tarsals, humerus, femur, tibia, 


fibula, phalanges, metacarpals, 


scapula, mandible, carpals, 


pelvis, patella, metatarsals, 


radius, ulna


Types of joints: hinge joint, ball 


and socket joint, gliding joint


Apart from the arm muscles, 


children may not know the 


scientific names of the muscles 


in the body. It is enough to 


identify them by locating them 


on the body. 


Biceps, Triceps (in the arm)


Thigh (in the leg)


Face muscles


Back and stomach muscles


Any other muscle or muscle 


group that demonstrates 


knowledge of the part of the 


body if not the muscle name


Mouth, tongue, teeth, salivary 


glands, oesophagus, stomach, 


duodenum, small intestine, large 


intestine,  gallbladder, pancreas, 


liver, rectum, anus.


Does this system 


contain organs? If 


so, which ones?


No No Yes - e.g. stomach, small 


intestine, large intestine, liver, 


pancreas. 


What is the 


purpose of the 


system?


• Support the body


• Give the body shape


• Protect the body


• Enable movement


• Allow the body to move


• Give control over movement


• Break down food into 


nutrients


• Extract water from food


• Excrete waste from the 


body


Why is this 


system 


important?


Answers to link to the purpose: 


If we did not have a skeleton, 


we would not have a shape or 


be able to move. The skeleton 


also protects our organs. 


Answers to link to the purpose: 


Without muscles we could not 


control how our bones move.


Answers to link to the purpose: 


So we can get nutrients and 


water from the food we eat. 
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